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Description

CAT6A U/UTP Keystone Jack | 10 Pack Black
Upgrade your network infrastructure with the CAT6A U/UTP Keystone Jack in classic black. This essential networking component
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is designed to deliver top-tier performance and reliability for your data transmission needs. With CAT6A capabilities, this
keystone jack is well-equipped to handle high-speed data and maintain a stable connection, making it ideal for demanding
applications.

 

The black finish not only adds a sleek and professional look to your networking setup but also offers a neutral and unobtrusive
appearance that blends seamlessly into various environments. Its U/UTP (unshielded) design is perfect for situations where
electromagnetic interference isn't a concern, providing a cost-effective solution without compromising performance.

 

Installation is a breeze, thanks to the keystone jack's compatibility with standard keystone wall plates and patch panels.
Whether you're setting up a home network or optimizing your business infrastructure, this CAT6A U/UTP Keystone Jack in black
is an excellent choice to ensure smooth data transmission and network stability, all while maintaining a clean and professional
aesthetic.

FEATURES
CAT6A Performance: Enjoy top-tier performance and reliability, making it ideal for demanding applications and high-
speed data transmission needs
Sleek Black Finish: The black keystone jack adds a professional and unobtrusive look to your network setup, blending
seamlessly into various environments
U/UTP Design: This unshielded keystone jack is cost-effective and suitable for situations where electromagnetic
interference isn't a concern
Easy Installation: Compatible with standard keystone wall plates and patch panels, installation is a breeze, making it
suitable for both home networks and business infrastructure

SPECIFICATIONS
Current Rating: 1.5 Amps
Insulation Resistance: >500MΩ
Contact Resistance: <10mΩ
DC Resistance: <0.1Ω
DC/AV Volt Endurance: DC1000V/AC750V 1min
Plug Insertion Life: >750 Cycles with FCC Compliant RJ-45 plug
Plug & Jack Contact Force: >100g with FCC Compliant RJ-45 plug
Plug Retention Force: >11lbf
Durability: 200 Termination cycles
Operating Temperature: -10 ~ 60°C
Operating Humidity: 10% ~ 90%RH
Storage Himidity: -40°C to 68°C
Housing: Zinc Die-Casting with high quality Nickel plating
Plastic Parts: High quality engineering plastic
PCB: FR-4, 1.2mm thickness
Jack Wire: 0.35mm Phosphor bronze 50U"gold over nickel plating
IDC Conductor: 0.5mm Phosphor bronze, tin-plating
Contact compatibility: Accommodates 26 to 23AWG solid

COMPLIANCES
ANSI/TIA-568.2-D
ISO/IEC 11801-1
IEC 60603-7 Compliant
RoHS directive 2002/95/ec compliant
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WARRANTY
3-years limited warranty
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